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Xoops To Be Featured at Major Content Management Conference - News
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Hey Everyone,

I will be serving as an Open Source CMS Evangelist at Jupiter Research's upcoming Content
Management Conference in NY. The conference will be held 2/26 and 2/27.

The Panel that I'll be on is the CMS Babel Panel held the first day. Here's a description of the
panel. CMS Babel: Matching Requirements to Solutions The CMS vendor landscape
features a wide array of options, from top-tier, established companies like Interwoven and
Vignette, to a spate of products designed to support primarily Web content. Should a company
build their own system? When is it best to adapt an open-source solution? In what context is
software or a hosted solution more appropriate? What are the differences between XML -
versus database-centric solutions? When is a digital asset management system truly required?
So if you happen to be in the NY area on February 26th, please feel free to stop by, watch the
panel, and say hello afterwards! Here's A Link To The Conference If you are from the
Washington, DC Area, I will also be holding an informal Xoops presentation for the Women In
Computing monthly meeting on February 24th. michelle
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